
 

This week we are celebrating our volunteers and the creative theme is “memories are made of this,” so I thought I 
would combine the two and share a few memories of volunteering and volunteers. 
 
The first volunteering I did was for what is now called the BTCV but was then “The Conservation Corps.”  We went 
by minibus to a farm on the western edge of London that was owned by the GLC. The job was hedge laying and we 
spent Saturday being taught the basics and practicing. The next day we returned to the hedge and carried on hack-
ing away when, to our surprise, people started coming and watching us, sometimes with guides explaining what we 
were doing.  The farm was having an open day, which no one had thought to tell us, and we were an exhibit of a 
traditional countryside craft; one which we had learned the very basics of a few hours earlier. Still, the visitors 
weren’t to know. 
 
Later, I did more conservation volunteering on the Norfolk Broads and also in the Museum of Cartoon Art – but 
when I look back at my volunteering history I wish I had done more. 
 
The reason is that, like a lot of people, I didn’t always think of volunteering as ‘real’ work. It was hard enough at 
times, but I didn’t really value it as experience or think it would be as good as paid work as far as jobs and refer-
ences went. Perhaps I just enjoyed my volunteering too much, something that was not always the case with paid 
jobs, and thought something so enjoyable could not really count. 
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I learned better though. In 2005 I became the coordinator of a “good neighbour scheme,” supporting vulner-
able older people in their own homes.  Building numbers up, over time, we used volunteers in everything we 
did.  Volunteer befrienders visited and phoned isolated people, volunteers pushed wheelchairs on our day trips 
and helped out when we had socials at the community centre.  Volunteers helped our practical workers to do 
jobs like gardening and window cleaning, helped out in the office and did many other things. For example, 
when the members wanted to go on a day trip to Paris, a French volunteer found a group supporting older peo-
ple there and arranged for  a Parisian  volunteer to meet us at the station and guide us though the day. Two 
Kurdish refugees (one after the other) read books to an elderly blind woman whose intellectual tastes meant 
that she could not rely on talking books.  She got company and intellectual stimulation while they got their Eng-
lish stretched and improved. 
 
And when jobs came up and I found myself looking at applications I found that my attitude to volunteering had 
completely changed. Far from seeing volunteering as an inferior sort of experience I saw it as the opposite. 
Working with volunteers had so increased my respect for volunteering that I saw it as better than doing paid 
work, if anything. People volunteer because they want to, not because it pays the rent. 
 
We did employ an ex-volunteer too.  And we supported the application of one of the Kurdish volunteers to get 
a bursary which enabled him to go to S.O.A.S. and get a degree. Many volunteers got references from us which 
helped them get jobs, or onto college courses. 
 
But that was still a small minority. We were always glad to help our volunteers in material ways if we could, but 
most had other reasons for volunteering.  Some wanted to feel part of the community (not so easy for those 
moving to London). Some missed far away grandparents and hoped that someone would be kind to their aged 
relatives in turn. Many simply wanted to give something back to society.  We had all sorts of people volunteer-
ing, from retired professors to unemployed labourers and they came from more countries than I could list here, 
with skills from sophisticated office systems (a volunteer designed us the mother of all spreadsheets for a data-
base) to simple empathy. 
 
But what those years of working with volunteers did for me, above all, was that it gave me hope in humanity. If 
the news gets me down and reports of stupidity and cruelty make me despair of the human race I just have to 
dig out the old photos and remember the scores of volunteers that did so much good over so many years, and I 
remember that there are so many kind and decent people from so many different backgrounds out there.  I 
remember all our lovely volunteers. 
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